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NEW QUESTION: 1
Which of the following is the difference between the --remove
and the --purge action with the dpkg command?
A. --remove only removes the program, --purge only removes the
config files.
B. --remove removes only the package file itself, --purge
removes all files related to the package.
C. --remove removes the program, --purge also removes the
config files.
D. --remove removes a package, --purge also removes all
packages dependent on it.
Answer: C

NEW QUESTION: 2
Which two GRE features can you configure to prevent
fragmentation? (Choose two.)
A. MTU ignore
B. IP MTU
C. PMTUD

D. UDP windows sizes
E. TCP MSS
F. DF Bit Clear
Answer: C,E
Explanation:
Explanation/Reference:
Reference:
https://www.cisco.com/c/en/us/support/docs/ip/generic-routing-e
ncapsulation-gre/25885- pmtud-ipfrag.html

NEW QUESTION: 3
The network operator asks you to change the config setting on
one specific host. All 300 hosts are
managed with Puppet. Which action results m the requested
Change?
A. This is an unsupported feature of Puppet, and Chef or
Ansible must be used to make this change.
B. Go to that host and make the config change. Puppet sees the
local override and skips that part.
C. Add an if statement to the Puppet manifest, and add specific
config settings, in case Puppet is running
on that host.
D. Add a node-based variable lookup override in Hiera, so that
if Puppet runs on that host, it takes the
variable from Hiera.
Answer: B
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